
Table S1. Parameter values for SS1P on A431/H9 tumor 

Symbols Parameter Valuesa Comments Ref

 MW  Molecular weights of IT 64kDa  1 

 ρ *  Tumor cell density 1.9×109 cells/cm3  2 

 φe  Extracellular volume fraction 10%  2 

 φv  Vasculature volume fraction 5%  2 

 rb  Blood vessel radius 14μm  3 

 ro  Radius of RU 38μm  3 

D Toxin diffusion constant 2.50×10-8cm2/s  3 

RD  Free receptor diffusion constant 3.34×10-8cm2/s 
Corrected 

by MW 
3 

cRD  
Complexed receptor diffusion 

constant 
1.825×10-8cm2/s 

Corrected 
by MW 

3 

P  
Immunotoxin permeability 

through blood vessel 
5.0×10-7cm/s  3 

RP  
Free receptor permeability 

through blood vessel 
2.75×10-6cm/s   

Γ  
Tumor growth rate constant 

0.00761hr-1  4 

0.0129 hr-1  5 

0.0150 hr-1  1 

Δ  
Death rate constant of 

intoxicated cells 
0.116 hr-1   

 X  
Dead cell clearance rate 

constant 
0.0578 hr-1   

ecsχ  
Immunotoxin activity 

disappearance rate constant in 
ECS 

0.03 hr-1   

 χcc  
RIT degradation rate constant 

in cytosol 
0.021 hr-1  3 

ceχ  
RIT degradation rate constant 

in endosome 
13.2 hr-1   

Rχ  
Shed antigen degradation rate 

constant in ECS 
0.03 hr-1   

ek  Endocytosis rate constant 0.22 hr-1  1 

catk  
Catalytic rate constant of ADP 

ribosylation 
1.75×10-4 

cells/molecules/hr 
  

tk  
RIT translocation rate constant 

from endosome to cytosol 
0.693 hr-1   



t

t ce

k
k χ+  

Fraction of endocytosed ITs 
that get translocated 

0.05   

 Rs  
Total number of receptors on 

the surface of a type 1 cell  
1.0×106 molecules 

per cell 
 1 

 Ri  
Total number of receptors 

inside a type 1 cell 
1.0×104 molecules 

per cell 
Assume  

 KD  
RIT-receptor complex 
dissociation constant 

1.2 nM  u 

 tα  
Half time for the first decay 
phase in the blood plasma 

24 min  4 

 tβ  
Half time for the second decay 

phase in the blood plasma 
N/A   

 kd  
Dissociation rate constant of 

RIT from the receptor 
0.61 hr-1  u 

 ka  
Association rate constant of 

RIT to the receptor 
kd / KD    

 ks  Shedding rate constant 0.40 hr-1  1 

 kc  
Receptor recycling rate 

constant 
61.75 (22.0) hr-1   

  kdeg  
Degradation rate constant of the 

internalized receptors  
22.0 hr-1   

 Q  Protein synthesis rate constant 
617500 (220000) 

molecules hr-1 
  

 tR  
Half time for shed antigen 

clearance from blood plasma 
3 min  1 

a The value in the parenthesis is for the non-shedding case ( ks = 0.0). 

u: Unpublished data. 
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